
Beyond e-portfolios

Student as public scholar
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some blank slates
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a full slate? 
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most blank slates aren’t





what’s the point?

If we are not 
filling our 
students’ 
minds with 
stuff, what are 
we doing?
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maybe we are 
enriching 
neural 
networks



and/or helping 
them to build  
PLNs

(personal) 
learning 
networks

(professional) 
learning 
networks
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http://edupln.com/group/brainbasedteachingtechniques?xg_source=activity
http://edupln.com/group/brainbasedteachingtechniques?xg_source=activity
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a personal learning network

Note: 

This is definitely not 
an exhaustive 
depiction
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academic conversations

• an interesting problem, a  good 
question, an evocative idea

• respectful attention, critical listening, 
thoughtful analysis

• prior knowledge, past experience, the 
authoritative, the known, the 
believed, the expected

• incisive questions, counter examples, 
challenges to authority, the limits of 
the box

• new perceptions, creative approaches, 
unexpected outcomes, critical 
analyses

• cautions, limitations, predictable 
failures, the unpredictable

• better questions, new data, 
systematic approaches, advanced 
analyses

• interpretive challenges, 
idiosyncratic understandings, 
problematic procedures

• open exchange, constructive 
dialogue, refined expression

• summation, reiteration, reflection
• extension, generalization, focus





student            vs.          scholar

Learns from teachers Learns from research

Requires guidance Is independent

Motivated by assessment Motivated by curiosity

Knowledge consumer Knowledge producer

young old

Writes to show knowledge/skill Writes to expand knowledge



You beg to differ? Why?
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“students” now have access to:

etc.



Peer as scholar

Software to systematically 
gather critical formative 
feedback from peers, 
especially in large lecuture
courses.

https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Steve_Joordens/publication/227687094_Peering_into_large_lectures_examining_peer_and_expert_mark_agreement_using_peerScholar_an_online_peer_assessment_tool/links/0deec52d5606ec59f1000000.pdf
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Steve_Joordens/publication/227687094_Peering_into_large_lectures_examining_peer_and_expert_mark_agreement_using_peerScholar_an_online_peer_assessment_tool/links/0deec52d5606ec59f1000000.pdf


Insert joke here

What does a five hundred pound canary say?



“TWEET”
“These simple functionalities — the link, the 
image, and the hashtag — make Twitter one 
of the best tools that currently exists for 
consuming content on the web.”

Peter Rorabaugh
http://www.digitalpedagogylab.com/hybridped/twitter-theory-and-the-public-scholar/



Some twittery guidance 

Student lawyer   @TSL_Tweets

The Online Academic (Josephine Scoble)  
https://onlineacademic.wordpress.com/ https://flipboard.com/@online_academic/the-online-academic-weekly-review-ivb1v7qpy

Guide to Twitter use from London School of Economics:
http://blogs.lse.ac.uk/impactofsocialsciences/files/2011/11/Published-Twitter_Guide_Sept_2011.pdf

And others (search in Twitter or Google)

BUT

I did not find students tweeting their work

https://onlineacademic.wordpress.com/
https://flipboard.com/@online_academic/the-online-academic-weekly-review-ivb1v7qpy
http://blogs.lse.ac.uk/impactofsocialsciences/files/2011/11/Published-Twitter_Guide_Sept_2011.pdf


Blog blog bloh blah blah

Definitions generally include some reference 
to “diary,” regular updating, and “personal”

Estimates of age of bloggers vary, but a majority 
generally seem to be either adolescents or young adults 
appear

However, the readers of “top blogs” tend to be 
middle aged adults.

Dissertations (Piotrowski)—662 on Social Media, 29 focused 
on SM in education, three had an element of college 
student use as part learning (with mixed results)
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Chris_Piotrowski/publication/282158311_From_Workplace_Bullying_to_Cyberbullying_The_
Enigma_of_E-Harassment_in_Modern_Organizations/links/5605dd2f08aeb5718ff24b43.pdf

https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Chris_Piotrowski/publication/282158311_From_Workplace_Bullying_to_Cyberbullying_The_Enigma_of_E-Harassment_in_Modern_Organizations/links/5605dd2f08aeb5718ff24b43.pdf


Blog blog bloh blah blah

Tracy Dalton’s WordPress session at this 
conference.



and the beat goes on

http://wikis.apa.uoit.ca/wikis/EDUC5001-SEP10/index.php/Main_Page
http://wikis.apa.uoit.ca/wikis/EDUC5001-SEP10/index.php/Main_Page


and yet

in traditional classrooms, especially upper level seminars,
we frequently require presentations

for many students those presentations may be supported by
PowerPoint, Ning, Prezi, videos or other presentation tools

AND

e-portfolios might reasonably be expected to enhance that trend 



and

many, especially in online courses, will  share those works 
using YouTube or Slideshare or personal websites

http://padlet.com/BillHunter/dthrh7ls446d
http://padlet.com/BillHunter/dthrh7ls446d


so

why not capitalize on all these directions by 
encouraging/requiring some form of online 
publication as a way of promoting public 
scholarship?

OMG



ivory tower’s crumbling down, crumbling…



aren’t you going to talk about 
portfolios?

Oh, all right.



but

Perspective, keep it in

We have many ways to fill the slate

Sharing work gives it meaning, creates opportunities for feedback
(and therefor reflection and revision)

our developing scholars have a wealth of ways to share

their learning networks may increasingly resemble ours



in conclusion

Insanity: doing the same thing over and 
over again and expecting different results.

learn to share share to learn



a version of this presentation can be found at:

http://padlet.com/BillHunter/dthrh7ls446d
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